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Related works

→ Les parties des animaux
  Traité d'anatomie comparée en 4 livres
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→ Ibn Rushd
  ein islamischer Aufklärer
  Material description: 1 vol. (30 p.)
  Edition: Marburg an der Lahn : Basilisken-Presse , cop. 2007
  Auteur du texte: Ludger Lütkehaus
  Link: catalogue

→ Interpreting Averroes
  critical essays
  Material description: 1 vol. (IX-262 p.)
  Note: Bibliogr. p. 237-257. Notes bibliogr. Index
  Abstract: "This volume brings together world-leading scholars on the thought of Averroes, most famous as a commentator on Aristotle but also a major scholar of Islam. The collection situates him in his historical context by emphasizing the way that he responded to the political situation of twelfth-century Islamic Spain and the provocations of Islamic theology. It also sheds light on the interconnections between aspects of his work that are usually studied separately, such as his treatises on logic and his legal writings. Advanced students and scholars will find authoritative and insightful treatments of Averroes' philosophy, tackled from multiple perspectives and written in a clear and accessible way that will appeal to those encountering his work for the first time as well as to anyone looking for new critical approaches to Averroes and his thinking"
  Edition: Cambridge : Cambridge University press
  Éditeur scientifique: Peter Adamson, Matteo Di Giovanni
  Link: catalogue

→ Intorno al kitāb al-bayān del giurista Ibn Rushd
  Material description: 1 vol. (p. 67-77)
  Note: Extrait de "Estudios de erudicion oriental, extracto del homenaje a D. Francisco codera en su jubilacion del profesorado"
  Edition: Zaragoza : Tip. San Miguel , 1904
  Auteur du texte: Carlo Alfonso Nallino (1872-1938)
  Link: catalogue

→ Law and the Islamization of Morocco under the Almoravids
  the Fatwās of Ibn Rushd al-jadd to the Far Maghrib
  Material description: 1 vol. (VIII-207 p.)
  Note: Bibliogr. p. 192-202
  Auteur du texte: Camilo Gómez-Rivas
  Link: catalogue

→ Mafhūm al-ġāʾiyyaẗ al-insāniyyaẗ ladá Ibn Rušd
  Material description: 1 vol. (368 p.)
  Note: Notes bibliogr.
  Auteur du texte: ʿAmmār ʿĀmir
  Link: catalogue
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Philosophie islamique